
 

 

With 299 hp to the next assignment 
 

Zeller+Gmelin invests in a new fire fighting vehicle 

 
With this investment, the site fire brigade is now state-of-the-art and well equipped for 
the coming decades. This not only increases safety on the plant premises, because our 
plant fire brigade also supports the municipal and community fire brigades from the 
district. 
 

 
 

 
Back in 2018, the plant fire brigade began to look into the procurement and design of a new fire-
fighting group vehicle after the previous model had reached its performance limit with over 40 
years of service. During an intensive planning process with Rosenbauer, the new vehicle was 
tailored to the needs of the plant fire brigade. The fire-fighting superstructure in AT design, which 
stands for the most innovative and advanced fire-fighting and armoured vehicle superstructures 
worldwide, makes the vehicle the most important component in in-house fire protection. In 
November 2020, the time had finally come: the vehicle was collected directly from the 
manufacturer in Luckenwalde and received on the Zeller+Gmelin factory premises.  
 
The crew cabin of the 299 hp Mercedes Benz Atego 1630 fire-fighting group vehicle can 
accommodate up to six breathing apparatus personnel. The water tank has 3000 litres, the foam 
tank 200 litres. A special feature is the powerful water and foam cannon with 10 bar and a 
throwing range of up to 67 m. The Rosenbauer Flexilight LED light mast with eight 24 V/4 2W LED 
spotlights provides sufficient illumination even in poor visibility conditions. Further technical 
features are the power generator, which can be operated via a display in the rear, and the hygiene 
wall with water tap and compressed air gun.  



 

 

With this investment, the site fire brigade is now state-of-the-art and well equipped for the coming 
decades. This not only increases safety on the plant premises, because our plant fire brigade also 
supports the municipal and community fire brigades from the district. For example, it is an integral 
part of the district's emergency response team. 
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